
DISCOVER 
GREAT LAKES REGION - USA

The place where on December 2, 1942 Enrico Fermi with his collaborators of
the Manhattan Project induced the first controlled atomic reaction in the
world, starting the nuclear
Thomas Edison's birthplace, a small museum with his inventions such as the
light bulb and phonograph, and a reconstruction of his laboratory
The Amish community: villages, customs and traditions of this characteristic
people descended from conservative religious groups of Swiss and Dutch origin
Abraham Lincoln's places: the house where he and his wife Mary lived before
moving to the White House from 1844 to 1861, the tomb and a museum with a
collection of objects that belonged to the president
A tour dedicated to the life of legendary songwriter Bob Dylan with his
birthplace
A museum dedicated to the history of President Gerald Ford with displays of
the spy equipment used by Nixon collaborators for the abusive wiretaps that
took place in the Watergate Hotel
A fantastic museum with a rich heritage of memorabilia of American culture
such as the chair where Lincoln sat when he was assassinated, the presidential
limousine in which John Fitzgerald Kennedy was killed and the bus where
Rosa Parks refused to give her seat to a white man
A reconstruction of the place where the Wright brothers built their planes
A beautiful historic place connected with vast empire of French - Canadian fur
traders with a reconstructed 1788 trading station, village and former canoe
river park
The point where The Mother Road begins: the famous Route 66 with a
museum full of photographs and gadgets and a drive-in cinema

   CULTURE 



DISCOVER 
GREAT LAKES REGION - USA

A lake with a series of cliffs and craggy caves where streaks of blue and green
minerals transform the red and yellow sandstone into a rich kaleidoscope of
color

A famous car racing event
The best amusement park in the world with a large variety of adrenaline-
pumping roller coasters
A nice museum with vintage neon signs
The house of the famous film Home Alone 1990 with Macaulay Culkin
The birthplaces of Madonna and Steven Spielberg
A museum dedicated to hundreds of Harley Davidson motorcycles with the
possibility of a mini-driving lesson and the factory where the engines are built
The statue dedicated to Arthur Fonzarelli, the famous character called Fonzie
from the popular 70s TV series Happy Days
A museum dedicated to mustard with 5200 specimens
The largest mall in the USA with tax-free shopping for clothing and shoes and
an indoor amusement park with various fun rides and attractions

   NATURE

   ENTERTAINMENT AND FUN 

 TAILOR-MADE ITINERARIES
20% DISCOUNT ATLANTIC   TRAVELLERS CLUB MEMBERS
ONE PERSON FREE WITH 15 PAYING

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

WWW.VISITATLANTICTRAVELTOURS.COM


